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Abstract—This paper presents a study of the repair process 

performed in five Colombian power distribution systems using 
queuing theory concepts. It represents the input and service 
processes of the queuing system by means of stochastic point 
process models and assesses the repair process performance 
indexes applying a procedure of sequential Monte Carlo 
simulation. Results shows: i. The power law stochastic point 
process model is recommended as the first choice for 
representing the input and service processes because it fits even 
in those cases of samples with low tendency for which the fit to 
renewal process models failed. ii. Although the traffic intensity 
parameter gives at a glance the tendency of the repair process 
performance, to know when an index is higher o lower than a 
given value, it is necessary to apply the assessment procedure. 

Index Terms—Maintenance, Poisson processes, power 
distribution reliability, queuing analysis, reliability modeling. 

I.  INTRODUCTION

HE repair process of a power distribution system is the 
sequence of repairs performed by crews in accordance 

with the work orders sent by a service center that receives 
customer calls regarding problems in the service or by 
substation/control-center operators requiring the intervention 
of repair personnel.  

As shown in Fig. 1 this process is a queuing system: its 
input is the sequence of failures that cause service problems 
and its output is the sequence of repairs performed by crews. 
Although this fact, it has not been traditionally studied using 
queuing theory concepts but indirectly by means of statistical 
analysis of load point outage times, e.g. [1]-[2], or as part of 
component reliability models, e.g. [3]. In 2008, Zapata et al. 
[4] presented a methodology based in queuing theory 
concepts that was applied to three power distribution systems. 
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Fig. 1.  Queuing model of a repair process 

It represents the input and service processes by means of 
stochastic point process (SPP) models and assesses the 
process performance using a procedure of sequential Monte 
Carlo simulation (MCS). This approach explicitly evaluates 
the performance of the repair process and gives an analytical 
base for programming the repair resources in accordance with 
the pattern of failure arrivals and the targets for reliability 
indices.  

This paper presents the application of that methodology to 
other five systems and gives a more detailed description of 
the steps for obtaining the input and service models.  

II.  STOCHASTIC POINT PROCESSES

A SPP is a representation for a phenomenon in which 
events occur randomly in time. This concept is shown in Fig. 
2; ix  denotes an inter-arrival interval and it  an arrival time.  

Fig. 2. The concept of SPP 

Tendency of a SPP is positive if the pattern of event 
arrivals increase with time, negative if it decreases with time 
and zero if it does not increase or decrease.

The intensity function (1) controls the tendency of the 
SPP;  it is the rate of change of the expected number of events 
N occurring in a given period �t .

( ) [ ( )] / (1)� � �t dE N t dt

A classification of SPP models is shown in Fig. 3; � , � ,
a , b  and � are parameters. A RP is named after the 
distribution of the �x s . The most famous RP is the 
exponential one called Homogeneous Poisson Process (HPP). 
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Fig. 3.  A classification of SPP models 

III.  PROCEDURE FOR FITTING A SPP MODEL

Fig. 4 shows the procedure that was applied for fitting a 
SPP model to a sample of size n . It is based on procedures 
presented in [5], [6] and [7]. 

Tendency is checked by means of (2) and (3), the Laplace 
and Lewis-Robinson statistics which are normally distributed. 
Other trend tests are described in [8].  
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xs  and x  are, respectively, the inter-arrival times standard 
deviation and mean. 

LU  and LRU  are compared to / 2
z , the value  in the 
standard normal distribution for a critical probability 
 , in 
order to hold or reject the null hypothesis of no tendency. 

Independency of the inter-arrival times sample is checked 
by means of the scatter diagram described in [9]. 

Goodness-of-fit to the PLP model is checked by means the 
TTT-plot method described in [10]; other goodness-of-fit 
tests developed specifically for this model are presented in 
[11], [12], [13]. Goodness-of-fit to HPP, Weibull RP, Gamma 
RP and the Lognormal RP is checked by means of the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test; however, any goodness-of-
fit method for probability distributions can also be applied.  

The parameter of RP models is estimated before the 
application of the KS test using (4). 

ˆ ( ) / 1 / (4 )nt n t x� � �

The PLP parameters are estimated after the application of 
the TTT-plot test using (5) and (6). 
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Fig. 4.  Procedure for fitting a SPP model 
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IV.  QUEUING MODELING

A.  Input Process 
It is the SPP that represents the arrival of failures causing 

those service problems that have to be repaired by crews; its 
intensity function is denoted ( )�F t .

Problems in the service can be classified into:  
� Continuity: Service interruptions. 
� Safety: Situations originated in the power system that are 

hazardous for human beings, Nature, customer 
equipment/installations or power system components.  

� Power quality: High/low voltage, sags, swells, flicker, etc. 
However, service interruptions have traditionally received 

most attention because: 
1. They represent most of the service problems. For 

example, a survey in a Colombian power distribution 
system found that, in a five year period, service 
interruptions represented 84% of all repairs while power 
quality and safety problems only represented 9% and 7%, 
respectively [14].

2. The repair or inspection of a safety or power quality 
problem generally requires a service interruption. 
The input process also includes those events where no 

problem in the service was found; these intentional or 
unintentional false requests occupy unnecessarily the crews 
and represent economic losses for the utility. A survey in a 
Colombian power distribution system found that, in a three 
year period, 2342 (9.3%) of 25249 repair orders were of this 
type [15]; this means an average of 65 false events per month! 

Service problems can arise in all voltage levels of the 
power distribution system. 

B.  Service Process 
It is the SPP that represents the pattern of the repair service 

rendered by crews. Its intensity function is denoted ( )R t� .
The inter-arrival time of this model is the time to repair 

( ttr ). It is the period a crew dedicates to inspect/repair a 
given problem and includes the time to go to the place where 
the problem was reported, the time to disconnect some parts 
of the system, the time to identify the cause of the problem, 
the time to fix the failed components, the reconnection time 
and the time to record what happened and what was done. 

C.  Output Process 
It is the sequence of repairs performed by crews.  

D.  Kendall’s Notation 
This queuing system is described as follows: 

/ / / /G G m FCFS�

The first and second “G” indicate that both the input and 
service processes are general SPP (RP or NHPP).

m , � , and FCFS  indicate, respectively, the number of 
crews, the system capacity and the queuing discipline (First 
Come – First Served).  

Capacity of this queuing system is infinite because all 

failures have to be rendered. 

E.  The Traffic Intensity Parameter 
The traffic intensity index ( )a t  defined by (7) is measured 

in Erlangs. 

( ) ( ) / ( ) (7)� � �F Ra t t t

Traffic intensity of 1.0 Erlang means one failure occupies 
the repair resources 100% of the time. Traffic intensity higher 
than 1.0 means failures arrives faster than repairs can be 
performed. Thus, it has to be less or equal to 1.0 in order to 
have a stable queuing system.  

For the case where the input and service processes are 
represented by means of a PLP models: 

( ) (8)�� � a
aa t t

Where: 

/( ) (9)� � � � � �a F F R R

(10)� � � � �a F R

Thus, the repair process performance will be constant if 
0� �a , deteriorating if 0a�   and improving if 0a� � . 100t

denotes the instant for which ( ) 100%a t � .

V.  HOW TO OBTAIN THE SAMPLES FOR THE INPUT AND 
SERVICE PROCESSES

The procedure for obtaining the samples for the input and 
service processes shall be explained by means of an example. 

Let us consider the set of work orders shown in Fig. 5 and 
its representation as point processes; if  and ir  denote failure 
and repair i , respectively. 

Fig. 5.  Operating data example  
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A.  Sample for input process 
It is very easy to obtain the sample for the input process: 

from operating records take the magnitudes of arrival times or 
the corresponding inter-arrival intervals referenced to a 
common origin.  

Fig. 6 shows the samples of times to failure ( ttf ) and 
times between failures ( tbf ) for the input process of 
operating data in example of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. Example of sample for the input process 

The sample of failure inter-arrival times allows detecting 
two main types of errors or outliers: 
1. Null values: SPP process modeling does not allow more 

than one event per instant, and, in real life, is difficult to 
prove that two failures have exactly the same arrival 
instant. This kind of error is due to rounding up of arrival 
times or poor recording practices. The recommendation 
for solving it is to displace one of the failures a small time, 
for example, 1 minute. 

2. Very high values: In general intervals higher than 1 day 
are not logical in real power distribution systems; 
however, these authors have found values in the order of 
months! This error is due to poor recording practices: all 
work orders are not recorded. The recommendation for 
solving it is: i. To search for the missing work orders. ii.
To replace the outliers by logical values. This concept is 
illustrated in Fig. 7. The first approach is the best one 
because the second alters the tendency.

Fig. 7. Reduction of very high inter-arrival failure intervals

B.  Sample for service process 
The sample for service process of a given crew is the 

collection of durations of the repairs that were performed by 
it. Fig 8 and 9 show the samples for service for the two crews 
of the example of Fig. 5. 

The sample of ttr  allows detecting two main types of 
errors or outliers: 

Fig. 8.  Crew 1 sample for service 

Fig. 9.  Crew 2 sample for service 

1. Null or very low values: Null values or values in the order 
of a few minutes are not logical in real power distribution 
systems; this error is due to poor recording practices. The 
recommendation for solving it is to replace the outliers by 
logical values. 

2. Very high values: Repairs lasting more than 24 hours are 
in general not logical in real power distribution systems; 
however, extreme events like severe weather, earthquakes, 
etc. can be the cause of these long durations. If extreme 
events are not rare for the system under study the 
recommendation is to keep them in the sample; on the 
contrary they can be neglected. 
If it is desired to merge the service regarded by several 
crews in a single service model, the recommendation is to 
keep the chronological order of the repair times as they 
started or finished. Omission of this recommendation 
could lead to wrong modeling because independency and 
tendency are altered. 

C.  General Recommendations  
A “logical value” to reduce a very high interval can be 

obtained from: 
� A credible value taken from experience. 
� The mean of inter-arrival times without considering the 

outliers. 
� A SPP model fitted without considering the outliers; use 

this model to generate values that replace outliers. 
The sample of repair orders should cover at least a year of 

system operation in order to be representative of the different 
operating conditions as weather changes. 
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VI.  COMPUTATION OF PERFORMANCE INDEXES

As shown in Fig. 10, a simulation consists of N
realizations or artificial observations of the repair process 
during a period T  of one or more years. This period can be 
split into k  sub-periods iS  (week, month, semester, etc.). 

Fig. 10.  General procedure of the simulation 

As shown in Fig. 11, a realization produces a sequence of 
failures, repairs, times to repair ( ttr ), waiting times ( tw ) and 
outage durations ( tod ). See [4] for a detailed description of 
the MCS procedure. 

Fig. 11.  Example of a sequence of failures and repairs in an realization 

After N realizations, the mean waiting time ( tw ), the mean 
outage duration ( tod ) and the congestion (11) are computed. 

/ * 1 0 0 % (1 1 )C t w t o d�

If the repair process performance is constant, it is not 
necessary to compute these indexes by sub-period. 

VII.  DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEMS UNDER STUDY

Table I shows a general description of the five power 
distribution systems that were studied. 

Barranquilla system is operated by Electrificadora del 
Caribe S. A. (ELECTRICARIBE). It includes the power 
distribution system that serves the municipalities of 
Barranquilla, Soledad, Puerto Colombia, Galapa and 
Malambo in the Department of Atlántico.  

Manizales system is operated by Central Hidroeléctrica de 
Caldas S. A. (CHEC). It includes the power distribution 
system that serves the municipalities of Manizales and 
Villamaría in the Department of Caldas. Zone one of this 
system includes the feeders associated to Marmato, Chipre, 
Manizales and Villamaría substations. Zone two includes the 
feeders associated to Alta Suiza, Peralonso and La Enea 
substations.  

Cartago system is operated by Empresas Municipales de 
Cartago S. A. (EMCARTAGO). It includes the power 
distribution system that serves the municipality of Cartago in 
the Department of Valle del Cauca, the Puerto Caldas 
neighborhood of the municipality of Pereira and the northern 
rural zone of the municipality of Obando.  

Guanenta Province system is operated by Electrificadora 
de Santander S. A. (ESSA). It includes the power distribution 
system that serves the municipalities of San Gil, Aratoca, 
Barichara, Cabrera, Charala, Coromoro, Curiti, Encino, 
Jordan, Mogotes, Ocamonte, Onzaga, Paramo, Pinchote, San 
Joaquín, Valle de San José and Villanueva in the Department 
of Santander.  

East Caldas system is operated by CHEC. It includes the 
power distribution system that serves the municipalities of La 
Dorada, Manzanares, Marulanda, Marquetalia, Norcasia, 
Pensilvania, Samaná y Victoria. Zone one of this system 
includes the feeders associated to Dorada, Dorada Norte, 
Norcasia, Florencia, Guarinocito, Bello Horizonte and El 
Llamo substations. Zone two includes the feeders associated 
to Manzanares, Bolivia and Pensilvania substations. Zone 
three  includes the feeders associated to Victoria, Samaná and 
Marquetalia substations. 

VIII.  FAILURE AND SERVICE MODELS

Table II shows the input and service models for a 
confidence level of 95% ( 5%
 � ).

An interesting result is that although LU  for some 
processes is lower than the critical value / 2 1.96
 � �z , RP 
models did not fit but the PLP did; this shows the great 
flexibility of the PLP model. 

In all cases but East Caldas Zone 3, the repair process 
performance is constant because a�  is almost zero; by this 
reason, 100t is very high for those zones with 0a�  and zero 
for those ones with 0a� � . East Caldas Zone 3 is the only 
zone with a deteriorating repair process; however, its rate of 
deterioration is very low because ( )a t  requires 142 years to 
be 100%. 
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TABLE I
GENERAL DATA OF STUDIED SYSTEMS

TABLE II
INPUT AND SERVICE PLP MODELS

IX.  REPAIR PROCESS PERFORMANCE INDEXES

Table III shows the repair process performance indexes for 
1.0T � year. Table IV show the assessment by trimester for 

East Caldas Zone. More detailed results are presented in [16]-
[20].  

Results in Table IV shows that by the fourth trimester tw ,
tod  and C  have increased 180%, 31.3% and 36.4%. Thus, 
although 
�  shows a low rate of deterioration, the indexes 
have increased a lot in a year. 

TABLE III
REPAIR PROCESS PERFORMANCE INDEXES FOR 1.0T � YEAR
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TABLE IV
REPAIR PROCESS PERFORMANCE INDEXES FOR EAST CALDAS ZONE 3

X.  CONCLUSIONS

1. The PLP model is recommended as the first choice for 
representing the input and service processes because it fits 
even in those cases of process with low tendency for 
which the fit to renewal process models failed.  

2. Although the traffic intensity parameter gives at a glance a 
good indication of the tendency of the repair process 
performance, to know when an index is higher o lower 
than a given value, it is necessary to apply the assessment 
procedure.
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